
MarketCloud Upgraded to Include New Features

Cloud based trade platform, MarketCloud has been upgraded with new features that sets out to fix the
two main problems in the forex industry, time and money.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, February 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Having listened to customers
view the improved MarketCloud platform combination of VertexFX platform, bridge connections and
fully managed servers into one feature-rich trading platform that frees up time and resources for
brokers, so they can focus on other aspects of business.

The new version promises to be more streamlined, faster and cost-effective service, that includes one
click trading, automatic scheduled reporting and an advanced IB structure. There is also a new
universal client terminal which connects multiple brokers allowing traders to trade with different
brokers all from one place. 

Money Managers can also benefit from this set up, with the ability to manage accounts that are
connected to different brokers all from the same MAM terminal. 

MarketCloud is also now offering its setup free of charge with their new pay as you use plan!

Brokers who have been using the service have already noticed they are spending more time nurturing
their end users which allows them to provide a better service.  

MarketCloud, a subsidiary of forex pioneers Hybrid Solutions, has agreed partnerships with some of
the largest names in the Forex industry such as Saxo, CMC, Gain Capital and CFH. 

Traders can have complete trust and faith in the product as MarketCloud ensures all brokers on the
service are regulated and reputable. The company carefully selects its partners and only chooses to
work with those companies who can add real value to the business. 

Akram Majed, CEO of Hybrid Solutions, said “The latest update of MarketCloud comes following
extremely positive feedback from our customers, regulated brokers are becoming more and more
aware of the advantages of a secure cloud hosted trading platform and we are here to provide this.”

“MarketCloud is flexible and offers full functionality and reliability of the VertexFX platform at an
affordable price. Our aim is to always be improving our service to ensure customers are getting the
best possible product for a great price.”

For information, contact Sanjay Mistry on 07810 368 772 or sanjay@verumpr.com.
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